Monday 29th June 2020
Maths- Finding half of a shape
Discuss with children what we mean by a half- it is when we split something into
2 equal parts. It is really important the children understand that the parts are
equal and not 2 uneven parts. If possible, demonstrate this. It could be as easy
as chopping a cake into 2.
Task- Complete the attached sheet. Can children spot when something is not
split into 2 equal groups? If you can’t print out the sheet, then complete this
activity practically. You can use whatever you have to hand to recreate it
although I think cake is best

English- All about me
This week we are going to be writing all about you and your family. Today it is
going to be all about you. Have a look at the attached sheet and fill it out. Or if
you would rather create your own then you are more than welcome to and use
the attached one as a guide.
Phonics- Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 4
Kim’s Phonics and the ‘Words beginning with CCC’ video and then complete one
of the activities.

Tuesday 30th June 2020
Maths- Finding half of a shape.
Today we are going to revisit finding a half. Draw a circle. Can you cut the circle
in half? Are both parts equal? Can you half the circle in another way? Are both
parts equal?
Task- See the 2D shape sheet. Can you find a half of each shape and colour it in?

English- All about my familyToday you are going to write all about your family. Draw a picture of your family
and label each member. Then I want you to write something about then. (A
template is attached as a guide)

ExampleMy dad likes cricket.
My mum likes to plant flowers.
Phonics- Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 4
Kim’s Phonics and the ‘Long words’ video and then complete one of the
activities.
.

